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Objectives 

As a senior professional and/or manager, the 6-

month programme enables you to: 

* unleash what makes you so unique (at work and 

in your personal life), 

* choose from unprecedented options 

* create the job that will add spice to 

your life, today and in the future. 

You begin with an online discovery session 

lasting about 45 minutes. You open the door to 

what could be your world of 

possibilities. You begin to visualise and 

understand what this will require of you. 
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MODULE 1 

CELEBRATING YOUR SUCCESSES TO DATE 
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MODULE 2 
INVENTING THIS NEW FUTURE ON 
WHICH YOU ARE EMBARKING 
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MODULE 3 

GRADUALLY ADJUSTING TO THE PERSON YOU ARE 

BECOMING 
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Most of us do not realise the extent or the wealth of our 

accomplishments. In this module, you will be made aware of 

these attributes, experiences and competences which 

characterise who you are. We identify the events and 

experiences that still influence your present and determine your 

future. You begin to see the professional positions that bring 

happiness and satisfaction and that keep you “alive”. 
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And if you followed your inspiration, what would your world 

look like? While remaining true to your convictions and 

objectives, what is just within reach? What assets can you call 

on to create the desired position? What actions should you 

take to anchor this new professional future in reality? In this 

module, you will imagine, visualise and create the future 

that you want. 
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This is the time to materialise what you think is possible. 

We will delve into my toolbox. I will share my experience 

and expertise with you to help you progress and take 

actions in line with the person you are and the one you are 

currently growing into. You will confidently continue along 

the path to achieving your objectives. 
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Phone call 

Phone call Phone call 

Kick-off 

Online session 
lasting about 45 
minutes 

Module 1 

1 X 4 hours 
or 
2 X 2 hours 

4 X 2 hours / month 1 X 4 hours 
and 
1 X 2 hours or 
3 X 2 hours 

g@gbauhofer.com 
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   eneviève 
Bauhofer  
I assist companies, executives and managers in visualising a 

desired future and creating the conditions underpinning its 

achievement. I focus on the company’s strategic framework, 

internal culture and leadership (at every level). In a company, I 

pay particular attention to the internal culture, which will either 

facilitate or prevent change. I give the person the means of 

unlocking the world of possibilities, identifying the critical 

points and preparing for pivotal conversations and 

conferences. I encourage everyone to choose their own life 

path and to follow it. For more than 20 years, I have offered a 

sympathetic ear and provided advice and accompaniment in 

complete confidence, both locally and abroad, in companies 

and within my own facilities. 

gbauhofer.com 

 


